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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
November 2017 Actions: Monthly Management Report for the December Meeting of Clare County Council.

Town & Village Renewal Scheme Workshop The following community groups were invited to attend this workshop:
On the 7th November the Rural Development Directorate hosted a ‘Next Steps’ Workshop for the successful Community led Town and Village Renewal (T&V)
Scheme 2017 Applicants. The purpose of the workshop
was to discuss project commencement, consequent on
the recent Departmental announcement of funding.
The key messages delivered at this workshop were a focus on the deadlines set out for project completion as For three Council led projects, as outlined below, there will be separate
well as adherence to the Terms and Conditions as pre- meetings scheduled to discuss each project during November 2017:
scribed by the Dept of Rural & Community Development.
Each community group has been allocated a dedicated
liaison from the Rural Development Directorate. Liaisons will support projects in order to ensure optimum
collaboration thus ensuring the delivery of high quality
sustainable projects.
The workshop allowed the opportunity for all stakeholders to meet and also allowed each Community group to
The Rural Development Directorate will continue to progress each of the
share their experience, knowledge and expertise on the
nine Town and Village Renewal Scheme projects, with completion of each
delivery of such capital projects with the overall gathertargeted for mid 2018.
ing.

CCTV security systems for Kilkee
Kilkee Tourism are in the process of submitting an application
to the Department of Justice for the Community-based CCTV
Scheme. The scheme is designed to support local communities
who wish to install CCTV security systems in their area, with the
aim of increasing public safety and to deter illegal or anti-social
behaviour.

Tidy Towns groups to gather
for workshop at Áras

The maximum grant awardable by the Department of Justice is
€40,000. Within this limit, grants of up to 60% of the total capital
costs of the system are available. It is planned to erect cameras on
all the approach roads to the town, Lower O’Curry Street and at
the bandstand area.
Tidy Towns groups from across County Clare will gather in
the Council Chamber at Áras Contae an Chláir, New Road,
Ennis,on Wednesday 6 December, 2017, for a Tidy Towns
briefing session. featuring guest speakers on a range of topics.
The briefing will feature a slideshow presentation by the Rural Development Directorate and talks by guest speakers giving advice to the groups on how they can strive to achieve
higher marks in the annual competition.
Guest speakers include Aileen Campion - Birdhill Tidy Towns,
(winners of the 2017 Tidy Town’s competition), Janice Fuller –
The scheme is being supported by the JPC, Garda Siochana, KilNational Tidy Towns adjudicator, Karen Foley - Environmental
kee Chamber of Commerce, Kilkee Tourism, Kilkee Tidy Towns, the
Awareness Officer, Congella McGuire – Heritage Officer.
West Clare MD & Rural Development Dept, Clare County Council.
A public meeting was held in Kilkee on Monday 13th November,
Clare County Council looks forward to playing its role in fur2017 outlining details and requirements of the scheme which was
ther expanding County Clare’s participation in the competigreatly supported by both residents and businesses of the town.
tion next year as the competition celebrates it’s 60th anniverThis application demonstrates the effective partnership between
sary, having first been held in 1958.
Clare County Council, Kilkee Community groups and the Gardai in
line with the Clare Rural Development Strategy.
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Lough Derg Blueway
- Upcoming Events in 2018

In addition to this, a photo bank of exquisite images for the
Lough Derg Blueway have been captured, which will be used for
all marketing and promotional collateral.
These images are currently in the process of being uploaded to
Fáilte Ireland’s content pool. You can view these images via the
link below:
http://loughderg.passgallery.com/-loughdergblueway

There has been significant progress on the REDZ Lough Derg
Blueway project.
The following are the scheduled sequence of events:
•
January 2018 – Exhibitions
•
The Lough Derg Blueway will be exhibited at the Holiday World Trade Shows, commencing in Belfast on the weekend
of January 19th. This will be followed by Dublin on January 26th
and Limerick on February 3rd.
•
February 2018 – Familiarisation Trips
•
There will be a series of Familiarisation Trips organised
with all service / product providers invited to attend (samples of
such Familiarisation Trips are attached). This is in order for each
provider to become more familiar with another part of the lake
from where they are based. All of this is to encourage crossselling, to form packages and bundles – with the ultimate aim
of increasing visitor dwell time on Lough Derg.

In advance of all of the above, marketing and promotional collateral (to include a suite of informational maps, a motivational
brochure and merchandise etc) is being designed and will be
printed.

Seminar on Rural Isolation
Mayor of Clare, Cllr. Tom McNamara attended an information night run by the Clare branch of An Garda Siochana –
titled Rural Isolation, Mental Health and Learning to Cope.
The Mayor addressed community groups, Gardaí and farming
organisations on the Clare Rural Development Strategy and
the importance of communities working to support positive
mental health.

•
February 20th 2018 – Networking Event
•
This event is scheduled to take place in the Killaloe Hotel. Innovative speakers are being sourced. There will also be
a ‘Speed Networking’ workshop on this date in order to allow
each provider get to know each other better. This event will also
inform the potential for forming packages and bundles on the
Lough Derg Blueway.
March 2018 – Launch
•
•
The Blueway will be officially launched in early March,
with more details to follow.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING & ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
November 2017 - Key Activities

However the submission also highlighted the failure within the
plan to recognise Clare’s importance in terms of major existing and
planned infrastructure and resources which will play a key role in
driving investment and economic growth into the future which in
turn will contribute to both the regional and national economy.
The Southern Regional Assembly issued their initial public
•
and stakeholder consultation Issues Paper for the Regional Spatial
and Economic Strategy. Following consultation with the Elected
Members in early January 2018, the Council will prepare its submission to the Regional Assembly, required by the end of Jan 2018.
•
Planning Department, in consultation with Elected Members and the Burren & Cliffs of Moher Geopark, made a submission
on the Draft Burren National Park Management Plan 2017-2030.
•
Comments were submitted on the Draft Conservation
Management Plan for Scattery Island prepared by consultants on
behalf of the OPW. Scattery Island’s profile has been raised with
the achievement of attaining the EDEN award and the Planning
Department will continue to support initiatives which enhance the
Scattery Island experience in a manner which respects and conserves its unique qualities.
•
The final designed version of the Inis Cealtra Visitor Management and Sustainable Tourism Development Plan has been produced and is being circulated to all stakeholders who played a role
in its preparation as well as those who will be instrumental in the
plans implementation.
•
The tender documents for the works contract for Shannon Town Park Project issued in November and it is anticipated that
works will commence in January 2018.
•
Shannon Estuary Walk Project funded by DAHRRG Recreational Funding - Consultant Nicholas de Jong & Associates have
prepared drawings for new and upgrading of paths and cycleways.
A full ecological survey of the proposed Shannon Looped Walks
was undertaken in October with the report completed in November. Doherty Environmental are now preparing the screening for
Appropriate Assessment in conjunction with the Planning Department. A full Arborcultural Report has also been prepared which will
inform the overall works and the associated screening report.
Numerous consultations and one to one meetings have
•
taken place with a significant number of stakeholders and potential
investors in relation to the feasibility study for the potential development of a Centre of Excellence in relation to the maritime sector at Cahiracon. Of particular interest are links which have been
established with the National Maritime College of Ireland and the
Mobile and Marine Robotics Research Centre in UL. In addition,
the Planning Department are assisting GKinetic Energy Ltd in their
application for a foreshore licence just east of Cahircon within the
Fergus Estuary to establish a tidal energy device test site. GKinetic
are looking to deploy a 60kW device in the water for at least 90
days starting from September 2018. This device will be removed
from the water mid way through 2019.
The Planning Department were invited to speak at an EPA
•
facilitated workshop at the Loughs Agency in Derry in relation to
the potential of applying the IMMERSE (Integrated Management
and Monitoring of Estuarine and Coastal Ecosystems) to the Shannon Estuary and other estuaries around Ireland. The Planning Department presented the work to date on the implementation of
the Strategic Integrated Framework Plan for the Shannon Estuary.
The interim report for the bird usage survey of the Shan•
non Estuary was completed in order to satisfy Heritage Council
funding timelines. The report outlines results to date from the first
6 months of surveys. It was presented to the SIFP Steering Group.
The work was also presented at the Ornithological Conference held
in the National University of Ireland Cork through the preparation
of a poster presentation. The interim report will inform the preparation of the final report in 2018. Count number 6 of the Bird Usage Survey for the Shannon Estuary was completed as part of the
implementation of the SIFP – led by the Planning Department.

Development Management
•
99 planning applications were received. The total number
of planning applications received year to date now stands at 933.
•
A decision was made to grant permission for a development of 50 houses in Tullyvarraga, Shannon.
•
27 pre-planning applications were received bringing the
number received year to date to 273. 231 of the 273 preplanning
applications received so far in 2017 have been closed out.
Enforcement
•
12 complaints were received, 12 warning letters were issued, 9 enforcement notices were served and 21 files were closed.
Taking in Charge
•
The statutory process commenced on a further 2 estates
in addition to the 20 estates already in charge in 2017.
•
A Taking in Charge application was received in respect of
a development in the West Clare Municipal District.
Conservation and Built Heritage
•
Four Section 57 Declarations were issued in November to
permit essential works to Protected Structures in the County.
•
Works were completed on repairs to the northwest and
southeast corners of Carran Medieval Church. The site was excavated and works supervised by the Conservation Officer and funded
by the Burren and Cliffs of Moher UNESCO Geopark.
•
The Conservation Officer facilitated meetings to undertake repairs to funerary monuments / boundary walls at graveyards
in Quin, Burrane, Coad, Kilnaboy, Moneen, Kilrush and Doora.
The Conservation Officer facilitated meetings with vari•
ous Council officials and external agencies to progress repairs to
the ESB dry-dock in Killaloe, Whitegate Church, Kilrush Town Hall,
Ennis Mill Wheel, Curragh House and NPWS walls in the Ruan area.
Heritage
A briefing on the County Clare Heritage Plan 2017-2023
•
and the Clare Biodiversity Action Plan 2017-2023 was given by the
Heritage Officer to each of the SPCs - Economic, Rural and Physical
and will be given to the Social SPC in early December. It is anticipated that both plans will be endorsed by the Elected Members at
the December Council meeting.
The Heritage Officer organised a Biodiversity Tidy Towns
•
workshop, which was attended by 35 people. Ricky Whelan of BirdWatch Ireland spoke on biodiversity planning for tidy towns at this
workshop. He gave an overview of biodiversity in Clare and how
we can all contribute to its protection and conservation and gain
valuable tidy towns points as a result. He outlined a wide variety
of possible tidy towns biodiversity projects including the pollinator
plan, tree planting, pond making, constructing and erecting bird,
bat boxes and insect hotels, along with innovative ideas for signage
and interpretation. As many as 15 tidy town groups signed up to
be part of an effort to re-establish Swift to towns and villages in
Clare. The workshop and Swift project is a joint project funded by
the Planning, Environment and Rural Departments and efforts will
be stepped up next year to assist tidy towns to undertake projects
for Swift conservation.
Forward Planning
The Planning Department made a submission to the De•
partment of Housing, Planning Community and Local Government
on Ireland 2040 Our Plan: Draft National Planning Framework. The
submission noted its support of a strong, holistic and evidencebased national planning strategy that will ensure the long-term
prosperity and sustainable development of the country as a whole.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING & ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT (cont’d)

EMPLOYMENT & LOCAL ENTERPRISE OFFICE

•
The Planning Department prepared a submission in conjunction with IES (Integrated Environmental Solutions) for the
H2020 call SMEInst-09-2016-2017 called I-ENVISION: Intelligent Energy Network VISualisation and InteractiON. The aim of the I-ENVISION project is to create a social energy network software platform
that empowers all kinds of users to visualise, understand, engage
and interact with the energy system. Core to the success of such a
proposal is having robust pilot implementations and therefore the
Planning Department has identified Shannon as an important area
of economic activity. The Shannon Local Area Plan contains specific
aims in this regard. The most relevant being “To ensure that the
Shannon gateway continues to develop as a driver of economic
growth in County Clare and the Mid-West Region”. All relevant details and templates were completed and the I-ENVISION proposal
submitted for evaluation. The outcome of the assessment will not
be known until the spring of 2018. Should the proposal be successful, the activities involving the Shannon pilot would start some time
towards the end of 2018.

•
LEO Clare hosted the sixth monthly BiaFest in the Market building in Ennis on the 11th of October. The event included
ten stalls of local food producers. On December 8th and 9th, LEO
Clare will host an expanded version of this market over two days
titled “ChristmasFest”.

TOURISM

November 2017 - Key Activities
• Key representatives of State, Local Government, tourism, academic, environmental and farming organisations from all over
gathered in Ennistymon for an international conference at the
Falls Hotel & Spa. The ‘GeoparkLIFE: Tourism for Conservation’
conference was organised by Burren & Cliffs of Moher UNESCO
Global Geopark, which used the event to unveil a model for sustainable tourism destination development that can be implemented by destination managers across the world. The County
Clare Geopark, one of three in Ireland, has produced a code of
practice toolkit and a heritage sites and trails management model under its 5-year GeoparkLIFE conservation programme which
concludes this month.

•
Training courses through the month continued during
the month which included over fifty eight participants.
•
LEO Clare in conjunction with LEO Limerick held a
Breakfast Seminar on Brexit in the Absolute Hotel on November
10th. The Seminar was to assist and advise business owners and
managers to be more prepared. The Event included talks from
Anne Lannigan, Head of Brexit Unit, Enterprise Ireland, Professor
Alan Aherne, NUIG and a Panel Discussion from Business Owners
from Clare & Limerick, Dan Hegarty, Customs Compliance Expert
and Lorraine Higgins Retail Excellence Ireland. The event was
also attended by Minister for Enterprise Pat Breen TD.
LEO Clare were represented at BOI Enterprise Town
•
event in Miltown Malbay. Over a sixty stands were present attracting a huge local crowd. RTÉ presenter Mary Kennedy was
the MC for the night with fireside chats and discussion with local
businesses including Evan Talty of Wild Irish Seaweed.
LEO Clare had two successful clients in the inaugural Lo•
cal Innovation Investment Fund who were both awarded financial support of up to €25,000 each. They were selected after a
competitive pitching process which involved ninety five enterprises from Clare, Limerick, Tipperary and Kerry.
Our competition to select Clare’s Young Entrepreneur
•
continued with our 19 finalists participating in training workshops, mentor sessions and mock pitches as they prepare for the
final judging which takes place in early December. The awards
night takes place on December 14th.

• The Good Morning America TV show on ABC in the United
States broadcast Clare Tourism produced footage of County
Clare to 5 million viewers after Clare was listed as one of the
world’s best places to visit by ‘Frommer’s, the internationally renowned travel guide.
• The 2018 Festivals and Events Guide for County Clare has been
finalised and has been issued for printing. The Guide will be
made publicly available in early 2018.
• Clare has been incorporated into the marketing programme
for the Cool Route project which aims to grow numbers of private craft, super-yachts and passenger liners visiting the coastlines of Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scotland, the Faroe islands
and Norway. Kilrush Marina is one of 6 locations being promoted
as part of the Cool Route marketing campaign.

With the support of LEO Clare, Ennis won the accolade
•
of Irelands Friendliest Town and Kilrush the accolade of Best Enterprising Town in Munster.
One of LEO Clare’s clients, West Coast Marine was the
•
winner in the Best Start Up category, sponsored by LEO Clare, at
the recent FBD Clare Business Awards.
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FINANCE & SUPPORT SERVICES

FINANCE

Commercial Rates Customers Payment
•
The collection percentage for Commercial Rates year
to date to September 2017 stands at 66% and is ahead of the
collection percentage for the same period in 2016.

Revenue Account Expenditure & Income by
Division with 2017 Adopted Budget:

Capital Account Expenditure & Income by Division

•
Expenditure to the end of Quarter 3 amounted to €82.8m which
was circa €2.2m more than the prorated budget for the period. Seasonal
factors account for a substantial part of the expenditure variance.
- Division D, Development Management, accounts for most of the
spending over the prorated budget (€1.9m).The main item in this was the
expenditure relating to the Cliffs of Moher, which reflects the usual seasonal pattern of proportionally higher visitor numbers in quarters 2 and
3 of 2017. This explains most of the additional spending in this division
with the remainder mainly reflecting increased spending on Rural Development.
- Environment Services (Division E) is also impacted by seasonal factors
such as water safety spending during the summer period. In addition fire
service costs were ahead of budget for the period.

•
The overall expenditure on capital account during the
first nine months of 2017 was €24.1m. 66% of the expenditure
was in Division A (Housing and Building) reflecting expenditure
of social housing acquisition and expenditure required prior to
returning vacated housing stock to use.
•
Roads expenditure reflects continuing storm remediation work.

Income to the end of Quarter 3 was €83.4m which was €2.8m
•
greater than the prorated budget. Seasonal factors have also impacted
the income side with Division D accounting for €1.8m of the variance due
mainly to the seasonal variance outlined above in relation to the Cliffs of
Moher. In Division H NPPR income is ahead of budget, while in Division E
fire income is also above budget.

•
Other areas of expenditure in the period include Town
and Village Schemes and tourism related items (Division D), land
acquired for burial ground (Division E), and improvements at Active Ennis John O Sullivan Park, Lees Road (Division F).
•
The overall income and expenditure on capital account
at the end of the third quarter was broadly at a similar level, with
a net movement of €0.7m in the period.
The tenders below have been published in November:

CORPORATE SERVICES
• Joint Policing Committee
A public meeting of the Joint Policing Committee was held in the Vandeleur Garden in Kilrush on Monday, 13th November. Matters of particular concern to Kilrush Town & environs were raised at the meeting.
• Register of Electors

Tender Description

Deadline

Urban Designers for Claureen LIHAF Scheme

01.12.17

Purchase of 2 No. Tipper Trucks

05.12.17

New Shannon Town Park – Construction Contract

18.12.17

Expressions of Interest for the Development of 19.01.18
Data Centres in Clare
Economic & Spatial Plan for Ennis 2040

In accordance with the Electoral Act 1992, public notice has been given
of the holding of the Revision Court before the County Registrar for the
purpose of hearing claims, objections and the revision and amendment
of the several Lists of Voters (Dail, Local Government and European
Assembly) for County Clare. The Revision Court will be held in Court 3,
Ennis Courthouse on 13 December 2017 at 10:00 am. It is necessary for
necessary for both Claimants and Objectors to appear or to be represented at this Revision Court.
• Mass for Deceased staff and elected Members
A special mass was celebrated in Áras Contae an Chláir on 16 November to remember all those who have departed this life in the last two
years. There was a large attendance from existing and retired staff. See
back page for photographs.
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22.12.17

HUMAN RESOURCES

• There were 16 training courses delivered during November with
283 staff in attendance. The courses ranged provided were: CAD (1),
Customer Care (12), Lone Working Devices (122), Pre-retirement (54)
and Safe Pass (5).
• The HR Department participated in the delivery of the Partnership talks with staff during the month across the county. There were 11
presentations in six locations with approximately 437 staff attending.
• There were 10 recruitment competitions progressed during November with panels formed for posts such as: Administrative Officer,
Canteen Attendant, Water Services Overseer and Sub Station Officers.
There is another Sub-Station Officer (confined) competition currently
underway with an open competition for Retained Fire-Fighters also advertised through www.clarecoco.ie.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
ROADWORKS PROGRAMME & OPERATIONS

sistent with expectations – Restoration Improvement, Low Cost
Safety, the Bridge Rehab programme, the supplementary Local
Secondary and Tertiary programme and so on – the overall programme is approximately 95% completed at this stage.
•
With regard to the Latoon Bridge remediation project,
the initiation contract – to facilitate diversion of services – is
completed and the main contract is underway since November
27th – this, regrettably, involves a road closure and traffic diversion over a period of approximately 6 months.

•
The overlay work which had been scheduled for 2016
for Bealaha on the N67, but couldn’t proceed because planned
watermain rehabilitation works by Irish Water didn’t go ahead,
is to proceed in the near future as agreement was reached with
Irish Water to the effect that when the Watermain Rehabilitation
Works proceed, the overlay works will also proceed as a sub-contract of the watermain project – tenders have been submitted
for the works at this stage and they are presently being assessed
– the works are expected to get underway in the new year.

•
The annual overlay programme contracts are almost
completed at various locations in the county – including at 4 locations on the National Secondary Route network (2 sections of
the N67 between Kilrush and Moneypoint, one section of the
N68 at Darragh and the Square in Kilrush). Total contract values
are almost €3 million.
•
CIS private contributions payable were only submitted
in respect of 14 applications (out of a total of 28) and, as a result, the value of the programme was a little less than envisaged
at the outset - approximately €200,000 - implementation of the
programme is substantially completed.

•
With regard to the 2017 Roadworks Programme the following are the overall allocations confirmed from the three funding sources which facilitate the overall budget provision:
- 923,000 from the TII in respect of National Routes – but excluding the annual overlay programme which was confirmed later in
the year (in June).
- €14,803,865 from the DTTAS in respect of Non-National routes
– an increase of 13.8% over 2016.
- €2,839,359 from the Council’s Own Resources – an increase of
0.77% when compared with the 2016 allocation.
- The foregoing adds up to a total fund of €18,566,224.

•
An initial grant of €484,000 was confirmed by the Dept
of Rural and Community in September in respect of a Local Improvement Scheme programme for 2017. A further grant of
€385,000 was confirmed within the past week. A total of 27
schemes are going ahead and the programme of works pertaining to same is well advanced at present. A sum of €100,000 from
the council’s own resources which was ringfenced for LIS roads
in 2017 will also be allocated to projects in the New Year bringing
the total expenditure available for LIS close to €1 million. In anticipation of a further allocation in 2018, applications will shortly
be invited for inclusion on a new priority list for Local Improvement Schemes.

•
Implementation of the various programmes as approved in the 2017 SMDW is moving towards completion. The
surface dressing programme has been completed and all of the
other sub-programmes are progressing at a pace which is con-

To date, almost half of the target reduction has been achieved
and so the challenge ahead in this regard is considerable. The
fact that the National Inventory of Public Lights has been updated is key to achievement of the objective. The National Public
Lighting steering group is of the view that an investment of between €250 and €300 million is required (Nationally) to provide
the necessary upgrade to the infrastructure over the next 3.5
years. Present indications are that financial arrangements may
be put in place to facilitate Local Authorities in upgrading to LED
technology which in turn would support very significant energy
savings. The aspiration is that every Local Authority would pay
back the cost of the finance as energy savings evolve and so,
the endeavour shouldn’t make any difference to the LA in terms
of what would have to be budgeted for. Such a concept could
not apply in relation to the large scale infrastructural (columns,
cabling, civils and so on) work which is required and which is
likely to demand significant additional direct budget input from
the Council over the next few years.

PUBLIC LIGHTING

Clare County Council has responsibility for the management
and maintenance of more almost 14,000 public lights in the
county (CCC does not have responsibility for those pertaining
to the Motorway Network). These lights are maintained under
contract by Airtricity – in general, the contract is working well
and in compliance in that the number of public lights which are
out of order at any time doesn’t exceed 2%.

For the benefit of Councillors, the following are the options
available to facilitate reporting of public lighting faults:
• Internet: Direct reporting on our website – www.airtricitysolutions.com
• Phone: Airtricity Utility Solutions Call Centre – 1850 372 772
• Local Authority Identification – via www.clarecoco.ie or Contact number.

Public Lighting is the single biggest energy consumption component of the Councils infrastructure and significant investment is
required in this area if the current statutory target of achieving
a carbon footprint reduction of 33% (based on 2009 levels) by
2020 is to materialise – options to facilitate progress in this regard are being examined – both in local and National contexts.
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

STORM DAMAGE (Jan/Feb 2014)

• Cumulative expenditure to date is in excess of €16.1 million.
•
The sum remaining to be spent in relation to the coastal damage repair programme is €2.9 million. The programme is
substantially completed with the exception of the extension of the already completed Promenade revetment project in a Southerly
direction at the back of Lahinch village – planning approval has already been confirmed but the outcome of the ancillary Foreshore
Lease application is awaited.
•
Separately, the strategy pertaining to coastal strengthening proposals is ongoing – as per details set out in the above table.
The cost of Feasibility Studies and other ancillary outlay is being separately funded by the Office of Public Works and is not part of
the sums referred to under the previous 2 bullet points.
•
The final Feasibility Report to be submitted will be in relation to Doolin as referred to in the above table. Once this is
submitted, we propose to arrange a meeting with the OPW early in the New Year with a view to determination of position from it’s
point of view and to emphasise the urgency of development of a funding stream to facilitate the formal Planning and construction
stages of these projects.
The following table sets out the current position in relation to Strengthening and significant Remediation projects:
PROJECT

CURRENT SITUATION

Cloughaninchy

The most recent proposal submitted to the OPW has been approved in principle and an allocation
of €36,000 has been confirmed to facilitate design and submission as a formal Planning application
– the Planning process is to get underway imminently.

New Quay/Aughinish

The Feasibility Study has been completed by consultants and submitted to the OPW for consideration.

Doolin

The Feasibility Study is substantially completed. A meeting has taken place between the project
consultants and consultants leading the Doolin Harbour & Masterplan development project to reconcile matters of common interest in relation to coastal defence requirements. The project consultant will now move to complete the Study which will be submitted to the OPW for its consideration
immediately thereafter.

Liscannor Bay

Feasibiliity Study completed and submitted to the OPW –response currently awaited from the OPW.

Lahinch South

Consultants design work ongoing. The formal planning process (Part VIII) concluded in May. The
ancillary Foreshore Licence Application process is ongoing and an outcome is awaited. This coastal
strengthening project will proceed as soon as possible after the Foreshore Lease is confirmed.

Whitestrand (Milt), Quilty Feasibility Study completed and submitted to the OPW – response awaited.
Spanish Point

The OPW has indicated that it needs further clarification to support the BCR in relation to this
project and has advised that, if approved, it would be dealt with under the Minor Works Programme.

Ross Bay

Strengthening requirements. OPW considering application to appoint consultant to carry out Feasibility Study.

Kilbaha

Feasibility Study completed and submitted to the OPW – BCR in relation to proposed solution is
positive – awaiting outcome from OPW.

Atlantic Coastline/IFA

The environmental issues around Lough Donnell remain sensitive and the Environmental Consultants are endeavouring to determine the most appropriate formal Planning approach should be.

Estuary Coastline/IFA

An embankment repair works contract is about to get underway in relation to 10 sites. Work has
commenced on the repair of 3 sluices – at Ballycorick, Ross Bay and Fodra.

WINTER 2015/16 – flooding impact

should get underway during the 3rd quarter of 2018 – a 4 to 6
month construction period is envisaged.
•
Miltown Malbay: A hydrological assessment of the
Northern part of the town, centred around Church Street has
been completed and proposes a solution which would involve
upgrading of existing culvert and drainage infrastructure as well
as extension of the down-gradiant open channel system to facilitate efficient disposal of surface water to the Cleadagh River.
A consultant was appointed and is well advanced at present on
preparation of a formal planning application, to be followed by
application to the OPW for funding to implement the proposed
solution. The formal planning process should commence before the end of the year with approval anticipated by April 2018.
Pending funding approval, the tender process should get underway by mid-Summer to be followed by a 6 month construction
period.

Arising from the extreme flood events of the 2015/16 Winter,
the Council has been pursuing feasible solutions in a number
of areas with a view to minimising risk in the event that situations of a similar nature occur again. Among the locations under
consideration are Springfield, Milltown Malbay, Ballyvaughan,
Murtyclough (near New Quay) and Kilkee. The up to date position in relation to each is as follows:
• Springfield, Clonlara: The appointed consultants have commenced their work and are presently gathering all relevant information, having had a detailed consultation with local residents. Following completion of a technical, environmental
and economic appraisal, the formal Planning process should
commence in March of 2018 – to be completed in July and to
be followed by tender and construction. Pending confirmation
of required approvals and availability of funding, construction
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

WINTER 2015/16 – flooding impact (cont’d)

•
Ballyvaughan: A hydrological assessment in relation to
the problems experienced in Ballyvaughan has been completed.
The proposed solution would involve capacity adjustment of the
existing channel and outfall facilitating drainage of the catchment which heretofore hasn’t been able to cope in extreme
flooding situations. The BCR is marginally positive and a consultant is to be appointed shortly. The formal planning process
should commence circa March, 2018 with approval anticipated
by September 2018. Pending funding approval, the tender
process should get underway by October to be followed by a 4
month construction period.
•
Murtyclough: The N67 was closed to traffic for 6 weeks
in late 2015/early 2016 and the recommended solution, following a hydrological assessment, involves the provision of a pumping station to dispose of surplus flood water to Galway Bay.
There are significant environmental designations and sensitivities in the area. The formal planning process should commence
circa January, 2018 with approval anticipated by September
2018. Pending funding approval, the tender process should get
underway by October to be followed by a 4 to 6 month construction period.
•
Kilkee: Following on from an extreme flood event in Kilkee in February, and taking account of the fact that the location
is acknowledged in CFRAMS as one which is in need of further
assessment, we propose to arrange for feasibility regarding the
development of an appropriate flood defence scheme. Tender
documents are being prepared to facilitate the appointment
of a consultant to develop the preferred option identified via
CFRAMS – the first step being to confirm the technical, environmental and economic viability of the proposal.

• Doolin Pier and Village Masterplan – The project consultants
recently completed preparation of a draft masterplan which was
the subject of a Public Consultation event hosted in Hotel Doolin
on June 20th last. A further such event was held in Doolin on
November 30th at which it became clear that most aspects of
the draft plan are receiving universal favour but a small number
of issues require further feasibility analysis before the plan can
be finalised – this analysis will proceed over the coming weeks.
The Council hopes to be in a position to submit formal planning
proposals in relation to the development of a new accommodation building, parking and other ancillary facilities at Doolin Pier
over the coming months.
• Blakes Corner – During the second half of 2016, separate determinations from TII and An Bord Pleannala confirmed that a 2
stage approach to approval to the project would not be acceptable and that the appropriate Planning Process to deal with it
would be the Part VIII procedure. The proposal has since been
reviewed in consultation with TII and it is expected that a Part
VIII planning application to facilitate development of the project
will be lodged in the coming weeks. N85 Kilnamona Realignment
Scheme: Preliminary Design work is reaching a conclusion and
Ennis MD Councillors have been briefed regarding the preferred
route proposal. Consultation with effected property owners has
been ongoing and further survey and assessment is ongoing on
foot of feedback received from them – on foot of same, further
clarity in relation to the project preliminary design is expected to
emerge in the Spring of 2018.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
• Killaloe By-Pass - The protracted Judicial Review and subsequent appeals concluded in November, 2016 with confirmation
of final approval for the project. Notices to Treat were served
and the submissions received in response to same have been
examined. Liaison is taking place with property owners and
acquisitions of the required lands is the current key objective
– this is progressing well and some property acquisition has
been agreed. An allocation of €500,000 is included in the 2017
Schedule of Road Grants to facilitate this.
• Limerick Northern Distributor Road (Phase 2) – In May of this
year, Limerick City and County Council passed the variation pertaining to the Limerick element of the project – meaning that
the entire route corridor is now identified and reserved in both
the Limerick and Clare Development Plans. The momentum of
the Preliminary Design work on the project has now resumed
to pre-July, 2015 levels and will continue until a draft design for
the scheme is completed – at which point Councillors will be updated. The presently ongoing design phase will take 4-5 months
to complete and will facilitate the design of the new road within
the route corridor which is now reflected in both the Clare and
Limerick Development Plans. The road, when constructed, will
occupy a footprint of significantly less width that that of the corridor. Therefore, the design process will take account of, in so far
as is feasible, local concerns by locating the road as appropriately as possible within the corridor and by incorporating whatever
mitigating measures are required to ensure that any adverse
environmental or other impacts which may evolve are negated.
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• Ennis South Flood Relief Scheme – The project has been approved by the OPW. Tenders have been submitted and their
assessment by the project consultants has concluded. Final
approval to proceed to construction is awaited from the OPW.
• West Clare Railway Greenway – Construction work is completed on the 3.5km section from Ennis Town Centre to Lees
Road Sports and Amenity Park and along a section of similar
length between Ennistimon and Lahinch. Property owners on
the remaining sections of the proposed route were written to in
May and consultations have taken place with the IFA to advise
of progress in relation to landowner liaison and to discuss matters of concern which are being brought to our attention. One
to one consultation has been ongoing with potentially impacted
property owners and at this stage 35 to 40% have been engaged
with. The process of identification of the most appropriate route
and associated deliberations with land owners will, by its nature, be time consuming and will be followed by the preparation
of a briefing document to facilitate liaison with the Department
of Transport regarding a strategic approach to be adapted in relation to the development of the overall project – almost 50km
of cycleway along the route (in so far as is feasible) of the West
Clare Railway.
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WATER SERVICES

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Water Services reform and other issues:
• The Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) published its
first report under the IW Performance Assessment Framework
in August 2017. Two documents are available online on www.
cru.ie (CER 17257a and CER 17257b). The documents include a
report by Irish Water, and a CRU document providing observations on the Irish Water report. The publication follows the
CRU’s decision, CER/16/308, on key performance metrics (19
in total) against which it will monitor Irish Water’s performance
and progress over time.
Restructuring
• Clare County Council and Trade Union representatives are
progressing with the internal restructuring of the Water Services Section for the delivery of operations in the county. Further
discussion with the individuals concerned and the Unions will
now take place with a view to implementing the changes in a
timely fashion.
Annual Service Plan 2018
• Engagement with Irish Water on the agreement of the Annual Service Plan for 2018 is ongoing. This Service Plan documents the agreed objectives of Irish Water and Clare Co.
Council. It sets out the Performance Targets and the Budgets
for Payroll, Goods and Services and the Central Management
Charge (CMC) for 2018. It is intended to finalise ASP’s by early
December following agreement of budget and targets. There
are 76 new KPI’s being measured in 2018, an increase of 19
new measures from 2017.
Asset Transfer
• Work in relation to Asset Transfer is ongoing. To date details
of 35 no. Assets have been forwarded to IW for transfer, 16 no.
assets are currently with the PRAI for subdivision/modification
and 35 no. assets are with the National Special Projects Office
for determination.
WIOF
• A meeting of the WIOF (Water Industry Operating Framework)
Project Delivery Team took place on 19th November. Irish Water has signalled their intent not to renew the SLAs with local
authorities on expiry in 2025 and have also expressed a prefer-

ence to move towards a single public utility model at an earlier
stage. Further clarification notes that this process would take
a number of years and could only happen on the basis of an
agreed framework. In the meantime, it is acknowledged that
the Service Level Agreements have not been amended and remain in place until such time as an alternative is agreed.

Water & Wastewater operational – key points:
Water:
• Operations continue to work with Irish Water and Contractors associated with the Disinfection Project to try to complete
the commissioning of various sites on the Disinfection Project.
• A precautionary Boil Water Notice was issued in Carron Water Supply by the HSE on November 6th due to issues with the
water treatment process at the Water treatment Plant.
The Notice was lifted on November 8th following completion
of remedial works at the Plant.
• There were no other major incidents causing outages in the
Water Operations Section for November.

Wastewater:
• The Clonroadmore waste water treatment plant in Ennis and
its associated pumping stations have reverted back to Clare
County Council staff to manage under the SLA following the
completion of upgrade works.
• Waste Water Infrastructure was largely unaffected by recent
storm events and we have highlighted the possible need to
provide generators in Shannon (pumping stations and plant)
with Irish Water in the event of a prolonged power failure.
• Irish Water has been granted planning permission (subject to
any successful appeal) for a new substation in Victoria Court
,Kilkee which will strengthen the power infrastructure available
to the main pumping station when completed.
• No other major incidents to report in Wastewater operations
during November.

WATER SERVICES (Capital projects):
• Mott MacDonald has been appointed as Consulting Engineers for the 2017-2021 Capital
Investment Programme (CIP) in County Clare following a tender process.
• The 2017-2021 CIP currently incorporates three agglomerations in Clare (Shannon, Ennistymon & Newmarket on Fergus) as well as continuation of wastewater treatment upgrades at
Quin and Kilfenora. Lahinch WWTP has now also being included for improvement works.
• Untreated agglomerations (UTAS) are Major Capital Projects in addition to the CIP 20172021. This involves 5 Clare towns and villages with less than adequate wastewater treatment
facilities – Ballyvaughan, Clarecastle, Kilkee, Kilrush & Liscannor. RPS consulting engineers
have been appointed by IW and the project has commenced with a review of the Gate 1
studies and the submission of the Design Inception Report. Pre-planning meetings with Clare
County Council Planning Department have concluded.
• A summary of any changes in status of significant capital projects is set out at the top of the next page:
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
WATER PROJECTS
Ennis water mains rehabilitation
project phase 2

Completed – Project Closed

Rockmount WTP

Irish Water has approved funding for the following works in relation to Rockmount WTP:
•
Purchase land and construct a pumping station north of Milltown Malbay.
•
Decommission the existing Rockmount WTP.
•
Construct new 2,000 cubic meter reservoir on the site of the decommissioned WTP.
•
Linkage to existing countywide SCADA, consistent with Irish Water Specifications.
Tenders for the watermain replacement between Mullagh and Milltown Malbay have been
returned and are currently being assessed and an appointment for a Contractor (Mains Replacement) will be made in January.
Survey Work at the Reservoir is continuing. The land has now been purchased and the pumping station has been completed.

Networks Portfolio

Following review of designs, mains rehab will commence on Main St., Newmarket-on-Fergus
on week beginning 4th December.
Works on the Networks Portfolio will also include establishment of District Metering Area’s
and a countywide Find&Fix leak programme, locations for these works are currently being
analysed. 2 no Wastewater Inspectors have been appointed by Clare Co. Council commencing on Monday, 4th December.

Water Treatment Plant Upgrades Old & New Doolough, Corofin and Ballymacraven WTP have been approved for upgrades.
RPS have been appointed as Consultants and site visits have taken place. Data gathering on
the Project has commenced.
Bealaha Mains Replacement

1.5km of mains replacement; Tender documents have been returned and are currently being assessed.

WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Clonroadmore wastewater treat- The Certificate of Substantial Completion is due to issued by the ER following a review of the
ment plant (Ennis) upgrade
Safety File. Additional training is also to be provided to operational staff by the contractor.
Shannon wastewater treatment
plant upgrade phase 1 – inlet
works

Project Completed – The Final Account is agreed and in first draft issue.

Francis Street Pumpstation
Upgrade

Tender docs for Francis St are currently under review. This will incorporate an upgrade
of the four pumps in the storm overflow chamber and ancillary works. Following this the
project will be put out to tender.

Kilfenora WWTP upgrade

A Design Review Report with a preferred treatment option has been submitted by the consultant and is under review by Irish Water. Third part surveys have commenced.

Quin WWTP upgrade

The Design Review Report has been accepted by Irish Water Asset Strategy and a Planning Review has been completed with Clare Co. Co. Planning Dept. This project has now
advanced to Detailed Design Stage. Site investigations and third party surveys has been
completed.

Flow Monitoring Project

Physical installation of equipment has been completed the commissioning phase is ongoing.

NCAP – National Certificate of
Authorisation Programme

This Programme will review all EPA Certified Wastewater plants with a P.E. of less than 500
and their impact on receiving waters. RPS has been appointed as Consultants to this project.

RURAL WATER PROGRAMME:
• Further to the publication of the full allocation of the Rural
Water Programme for Block and Scheme Specific Grant Allocations on the 20th September Clare County Council have been
notified that the final date for receipt of claims is the 29th November.

deadline of the 29th of November this is putting extreme pressure on Groups to complete works given the necessity to adhere
to the tender process.
• 1no. group scheme application for taking in charge was submitted to Irish Water in the month of October whilst another
two schemes have commenced land transfer proceedings as
part of completing taking in charge applications.

• Currently upgrade works are ongoing in 6 schemes. Due to the
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PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Fire & Building Control Section (Main Activities)

NOV ‘17

2017 TO DATE

Number of Emergency Calls Attended

77

746

851

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Received

8

99

100

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Granted

7

78

103

Number of Fire Safety Certificates Invalidated

0

6

9

Number of Disability Access Certificates Received

4

65

67

Number of Disability Access Certificates Granted

7

69

49

Number of Commencement Notices Received

26

321

327

Number of Dangerous Structures/Places Complaints

2

14
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ENVIRONMENT
Civic Amenity Sites
• The site layout at Scarriff Civic Amenity Site has been rearranged, providing a safer and more spacious site. A general tidy
up of the site has also occurred and works on the installation of a
Petrol Interceptor to comply with EPA licensing are on-going. New
linemarking will be completed by year end and will further improve
safety and traffic management at the site.
• Earlier Friday Opening hours at Scarriff Civic Amenity Site have
been implemented and public feedback has been positive.
Bring Banks
• Continued improvement works to our countywide network of
bring banks is ongoing with preliminary design for improvements
at Labasheeda and Kilrush completed to allow construction work
to occur by year end.
Gardening
• The Gardening section continued to maintain very high standards in ensuring the attractiveness of the towns and villages in the
county.
Waste Regulation and Management

• Inspections of permitted sites remain ongoing for the month in

accordance with the Environmental Inspection Plan (based on RMCEI criteria). This work is now coming to a close for 2017 inspections with preparation for the 2018 RMCEI plan already underway.
2 Certificates of Registration were issued this month.
Waste Enforcement
• Work continues in policing and prosecution of illegal waste activity throughout the County. The use of covert CCTV cameras has
proved very successful with a number of prosecutions now pending. On the back of these successes further surveillance equipment
has been purchased and will be deployed as required over the
coming months. 8 fines were issued under the Litter Pollution Act
with 9 further notices issued under the Waste Management Act in
relation to abandoned vehicles.
New Tyre Regulations
• Follow up inspections of tyre producers, who have not registered
with the compliance operator REPAK ELT, have continued for the
month of November with a significant increase in inspections being
carried out. By the month’s end all non-registered producers will
have received a visit from a member of the Enforcement Unit. From
January 2018 further inspections will be carried out with enforcement action being taken where applicable.
Air pollution
• This time of year sees an increase in inspection activity of fuel
merchants selling bituminous or ‘smoky’ coal. It is an offence under
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2016
Total

the Air Pollution Act to 1987 to market, sell or distribute this type
of fuel in the environs of Ennis since the new regulations came into
effect on 1st August 2011.
Beaches - Capital Projects
• Final assessment of tenders for the construction of the new public toilet and amenity building in Spanish Point is now almost complete with contractor appointment expected for construction start
in the New Year
• Issues that have delayed the appointment of a contractor for the
Lahinch toilets and amenity facility are now nearing completion.
The intention still remains to complete this project ahead of the
2018 bathing season.
• Preliminary design is progressing for the upgrade of the public
toilets in Kilkee with a number of options being tabled by the inhouse design team. Progress on this project is expected to increase
in the coming months.
Energy
• Energy Consumption data for Clare County Council has been submitted to the annual statutory reports under SI 426. The data is
updated and shows that Clare County Council has achieved 12.5
% increase in energy efficiency. The public sector target for energy
efficiency improvement is 33% by 2020.
The summary findings of the Energy Management System to date
are:-

Item

Comment

Energy Management
System

•
The Energy Management Policy
is on display
•
The Energy Management Team
meeting every week to review progress on
ISO 50001 stage 1 audit readiness.
•
A Stage 1 audit of the energy
management system was conducted in October by Certification Europe. The system
has passed the stage 1 audit and will go on
to final evaluation and certification in the
coming weeks.

Energy Costs

nergy Costs has reduced by 14.5% since
2014. The reduction in energy costs is
mainly attributable to the benefit centralised energy tariff negotiations, and energy
efficiency upgrades in public lights and
large buildings.

Energy Consumption

The quantity of energy consumption in
kWh, has increased by marginally since
2014. The increases have occurred in the
provision of increased public lights.

Energy Performance

Clare County Council has achieved an
increase in energy performance of 12.5%
towards the required 33% by 2020
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ENVIRONMENT (cont’d)

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
• Hazardous Waste collection Day
A Hazardous Household Waste Collection day was successfully
completed on Saturday 11th November 2017 at the Central
Waste Management Facility at Inagh. This event was planned
in conjunction with the Southern Region Waste Management
Office (SRWMO) and proved to be a huge success with over 30
containers of hazardous waste material being collected from
members of the public on the day. 120 information packs were
distributed on Greener Cleaning and Greener Gardening were
provided to all those who attended on the day.

Farm, East Clare Co-op, Love Your Cup project, Garden of Eden –
community orchards and Lisdoonvarna Sustainable Community
Project. This well attended event was followed by a facilitated
café conversation exploring a deeper understanding of common ground and actions to enable more local initiatives.
• Recycling Ambassador Training Programme
In conjunction with the new Mixed Dry Recyclable (MDR) campaign by the Department of Communications, Climate Action
and Environment launched on the 29th November 2017 there
will be a Recycling Ambassador Programme rolled out across
the country. This programme involves local community training
on what can / cannot be recycled. It is being delivered by VOICE
Ireland but if there are groups interested in receiving training
contact can be made with the Environment Section, Clare County Council.
• Green Dog Walker Campaign
Great progress has been made on the Green Dog Walker Campaign. At the end of November, a total of 592 people have been
recruited, 36 community groups have come on board, who will
promote the campaign in their own areas.

• Environmental Education and Awareness Stand
Leaflets and materials were provided to Ennis Tidy Towns for
their information and awards evening event at the Templegate
Hotel on the 29th November 2017.
• Presentation to EPA LAPN on Green Fleadh
A presentation was made to the EPA Local Authority Prevention
Network on the experiences of the Green Fleadh. It is proposed
to continue on the greening programme during 2018 with Ennis
businesses wit the support from EPA Green Business. A recognition scheme to acknowledge various levels of commitment by
businesses will also be considered as part of the Green Business
Programme.
Stories & Conversations for a Healthy & Sustainable Clare
An evening event was organised by Cultivate Living and Learning through funding provided by Clare County Council and the
Department of Communications, Climate Action and the Environment through the Local Agenda 21 Environmental Partnership fund. This event was also supported by Clare PPN and EPA
Live Green This evening aimed to inspire increased engagement in community-led initiatives, social enterprises, wellbeing projects, and the reduction of our ecological footprint. A
number of local projects told their own story including Ennis
Tidy Towns, Irish Seed Savers, Burrenbeo, Moy Community

• Sminky Shorts
Clare County Council’s commissioned Sminky Shorts clip of two
dogs conversing at the Cliffs of Moher about dog owner’s responsibilities in relation to dog litter, was shown in the Ennis
Empire Movieplex for the month of November. The clip was
shown in advance of all movies.
• Cleancoast
There was a major voluntary cleanup at Fanore Beach, during
November. A huge quantity of marine litter collected was removed by the Community Warden, Conor Leyden.
• Irish Water Safety Awards
Clare County Council lifeguard Lily Barrett was awarded Sports
Person on the year by Irish Water Safety, for her medal success
at the European Lifesaving Championships. Bernard & Roisin
Cahill (pictured centre below) received a “Just in time” award
for their timely rescue for a man in Spanish Point Beach in June.

• Central Waste Management Facility Community Fund
Applications have been received for the Central Waste Management Facility Community Fund scheme, which is limited to
Householders living within a 1.5km radium of the CWMF, Ballyduffbeg. Householders were invited to apply for grant aid for
environmental projects and the closing date for receipt of applications was 30th November 2017.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
As we near the end of 2017 November as usual concluded in a flurry of deadlines for end of year drawdown of funding from
respective Government Departments.

HOUSING

•

Meeting the Social Housing demand through the variety of chan-

nels available remains the highest priority for Clare County Council.
In addition to the implementation of the Council’s housing building
programme Clare County Council is continuing to actively seek suitable properties to purchase and/or lease in order to increase the
social housing stock in areas of demand throughout the county.
The number of people presenting to Homeless Services in Clare indicate full occupancy of 13 beds at Laurel Lodge and at the 24th
November there were 45 adults and 52 dependents in emergency
accommodation. The Council is continuing to work with other voluntary and State agencies to provide accommodation and deliver
appropriate services for homeless persons in County Clare and out
new Homeless Action Team office will be up and running in Q1,
2018.

The demand for all three grants continues to grow and despite an
increase in approvals there still remains 280 grant applications on
hand. Applicant priority is assessed on medical, compassionate and
waiting time criteria. Letters of referral and support from HSE medical professionals is required for applications to receive immediate
funding. CCC is constantly reviewing applications on the waiting list
under the three grant schemes and prioritising them for approval.
Total approvals of 3.17m has issued to 492 applicants throughout
2017.
Total Approvals issued in during October for works to proceed is as
follows:

During November activity to provide homes for households on the
Council’s waiting list was achieved as follows:
•

€103,500

Housing Aid for Older People

48

€372,270

Mobility Aids Grant

15

€96,600

Total Approvals issued during September

68

€572,370

Capital – Housing Construction

Project

No.
Units

Status

Quilty

18

Stage 2 approval issued 15th September,
project proceeding to Planning. Expected Part
VIII to be before Council in March 18

Feakle

13

Stage 2 approval issued on the 24th November
and Planning application was lodged on the 1st
December for the development. Expected Part
VII to be before Council in February 2018.

Clonlara

9

Stage 2 approval issued 15th September, Part
VIII planning application was lodged on the
13th October. Expected Part VIII to be before
council in Jan 18

Roslevan

8

Design team to working on Stage 2 submission
which is expected to be submitted in January
2018.

Aisline,
Ennis

35-40

Stage 1 approval issued 29th November, subject
to conditions. Design Team due to be tendered
and in place by early Q1 2018.

Incentivised Schemes

Rental and Leasing

CCC is actively seeking to increase the supply of housing stock
through these channels to meet the housing demand. Currently the
need of housing applicants is being met as follows:
-

5

Hereunder is the status of capital housing projects:

CCC is hopeful that the vacant homes website www.vacanthomes.
ie will facilitate a greater take up of both the Buy and Renew and
Repair and Lease (RLS) schemes to bring properties back to use. In
this regard we would welcome enquiries or expressions of interest
if anyone is aware of vacant properties in their locality.
•

Housing Adaptation Grant for People with a
Disability

•

Acquisitions

Agreement was reached to purchase 4 properties; contracts were
signed for 8 properties and sales closed for 5 properties during the
month of October. CCC has purchased 68 properties to date this
year and will continue to do so while there is value in the market.
While Government focus has shifted from house purchase to house
construction it is the intention to continue with our acquisition programme until such time as our capital construction commences.
•

Grants

Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS) = 390
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) = 1209
Short term leasing = 116
Long term leasing = 126
Approved Housing Body lease arrangement = 83

•

Housing Refurbishment and Maintenance
•
The management and turnaround of our housing stock to minimise
voids is continuously assessed and below is the activity in this regard:

Capital – Other projects

County Library Project - Provisional Approval of Stage 2, subject to
conditions, was issued by the Department in August. Part VII planning application was lodged on the 9th November and it is intended
to be before Council at the March 12th meeting.

* this figure does not include properties which have become vacant
after 1 December nor does it include acquisitions and long-term voids
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
SPORT & RECREATIONAL
• Active Ennis Leisure Complex has been highly commended for its
disability services at the ‘National Inclusion Awards’ run by CARA.
This award recognises organisations and people who enhance participation opportunities for people with disabilities in Sport, Physical Activity and Physical Education.
• Active Ennis and Active Kilrush have been commended in the
2017 ‘Excellence in the Local Government Awards’ for supporting
active communities and for disability services provision. The Excellence in Local Government Awards, in partnership with the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government, recognize the
role played by Local Authorities throughout the country, through
various projects and innovations to enhance the lives of people
throughout their communities. Active Ennis Leisure Complex received commendation within the Disability Services Provision category for the outstanding facilities and services that are provided
for all clients. Active Ennis Leisure Complex received further acclamation in relation to the Clare County Council International “One
Tree Per Child” Initiative.

CULTURAL SERVICES
Clare County Library

• The Local Studies Centre has obtained the abstracts of the Chief
Secretary’s Office registered papers, state of the country papers, and
outrage papers for County Clare, 1823 – 1830 (we previously obtained
the Clare abstracts for 1818 – 1822). They are providing a wealth of valuable information on the county in the 1820s, and open up new areas
of research and study for the history of Clare in the early 19th century.
• Children’s authors Alan Nolan and Matt Griffin visited eight branches of Clare County Library in November as part of the 2017 Children’s
Book Festival. These events were postponed because of storm Ophelia in October. Teachers and classes were most appreciative of the
re-scheduled events which were received as an added bonus by local schools after the month-long festival ended. Hundreds of children
were treated to the best in Irish writing and book illustration by these
award-winning authors.
• Science Week events took place in Kilrush, Kilkee, Shannon and
Sixmilebridge libraries. The Science Magic Show facilitated by W5
(pictured below), the award winning Interactive Discovery Centre in
Belfast, delighted 3rd and 4th classes with their experiments. Children
were engaged from start to finish and had no hesitation when called
upon to help conduct experiments The W5 show had lots of fun, educational information and scientific proof to explain everyday events.
Free chess classes for children continue in Kilrush library as part of the
Library programme on Creative Ireland.

Clare Arts Office

•
Two artists were awarded funding as part of the annual Creative
Spaces Award.
• Exhibitions continued in Scariff Library, Clare Museum and Cúlturlann Sweeney, Kilkee which also hosted the monthly film club and a
performance by Mick Hanly and Donal Lunny.
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• Funding has been granted through the Outdoor Recreational Infrastructure 2017 Scheme towards 3 x all terrain wheelchairs. 2
of which will be based in Active Ennis John O Sullivan Park, Lees
Road and 1 in Active Kilrush Sports Complex. These wheelchairs
will enable people with disabilities to tackle challenging surfaces
with confidence & safety. The achievement of an inclusive society
not only benefits those individuals and communities who are positively impacted but in addition, allows society at large to benefit
from their contribution.
• Active Ennis Leisure Complex has once again been awarded the
White Flag Gold Standard Award by Ireland Active, an award held
since 2001. The Complex has also retained its Gold Standard in Disability Services, continually achieved since its introduction in 2012.
• With the announcement of Sports Capital Grants allocations
for local clubs and organisations, the Regional project decisions,
of which we have three – development of Tim Smythe Park, installation of a Cricket Wicket in Lees Road and Phase 3, Part 1 of
the Kilrush Sports Complex development, will be announced in the

coming weeks.

• Five musicians with visual impairments were selected to work with
Dave Flynn’s Irish Memory Orchestra as part of the Symphony Research
Project funded by the Arts Council Invitation to Collaboration Award.
•
The traditional singers in residence continued working in secondary schools and singing classes every second Saturday for primary
school children are ongoing.
• The Arts Office hosted two Visual Artists Ireland professional development workshops for artists in Ennis and Ennistymon.

Clare Museum

• Implementation of the Education programme for primary schools
continued, and eight ‘Prehistoric Ireland’ workshops were booked by
five schools during the month. The museum continues to pursue full
accreditation under the Museum Standards Programme for Ireland
and to this end a work plan for 2017, an Education Policy, Care of Collection Strategy and Disaster Plan have been submitted for adoption
by the Council. A small exhibition in support of an exhibition in the
National Gallery of Ireland in relation to Frederic William Burton was
launched during the month. A large and important collection of Clare
Embroidery patterns was donated to the collection during the month.
Up to 21st of November there had been 1,123 visits to the museum
this month.

Archives

• Digitisation: Work continues in the addition of metadata. However
the archivist has approached Clare Volunteer Centre to explore options
for having volunteers work on the transcription of this material. It is
hoped this aspect of the project will begin as soon as possible. The
digitisation of Corofin Board of Guardian Minutes is 90% complete.
•
Work is progressing well on the creation of the Clare County
Archives interface which will be the medium for viewing material online once the transcription of data has been complete. The archivist is
working with Acton BV weekly on this open source system to allowing
search and retrieval to work effectively.
•
An exhibition, created by the county archives, relating to the
Canon Dwyer papers may be transported to Vancouver Island, Canada
next year where ties to the family have been established. The archivist
is working with the donor to have the papers digitised also so they may
form part of the exhibition. It is hoped the project will be funded by
the Canadian Embassy.
•
Processing: Work is progressing on the Ennis Urban Authority
Collection. This collection consists of Minute Books, Managers’ Orders,
Employee wage books and financial records in addition to housing
ledgers and drawings. The archivist is currently researching in order for
context of a descriptive list.
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THE MONTH IN PICTURES
NOVEMBER 2017

Pictured L-R at the Geopark conference; Cllr Christy Curtin, Irene
Hamilton, Scattery Island Tours, Brian McCarthy, Acting Director
of Services, Clare County Council, and Cllr Gabriel Keating.

Past and present Elected Members and members of staff attend
a mass for deceased staff members and Elected members will
be in the foyer of Áras Contae an Chláir on 16 November.

Past and present Elected Members and members of staff attend
a mass for deceased staff members and Elected members will
be in the foyer of Áras Contae an Chláir on 16 November.

Liam Conneally (Direcrtor of Social Dvelopment), author Roddy
Doyle, Mayor of Ennis Paul Murphy and Sinead Gleeson at a Clare
Library supported Ennis Book Club Festival extra event in glór.

Tim Forde, General Manager, Active Ennis; Anne Haugh, Deputy
Chief Executive; Mayor Tom McNamara; and Liam Conneally,
Director of Social Development, pictured after Active Ennis
Leisure Complex was highly commended for its disability services at the ‘National Inclusion Awards’ run by CARA.
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Fine Gael Clare County Councillors John Crowe, Bill
Slattery, Mary Howard and Pat Burke during a recent
trip to the European Parliament in Brussels
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